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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS 
1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS 
I 
Mctric English 
Symbol 
Unit Abbrevia- Unit Abbrevia-tion tion 
Length __ ____ l meter __________________ m foot (or mile) ___ ______ ft. (or mi .) Time ________ t second ___ ______________ s second (or hour) _______ sec. (or hr. ) Force ________ F weight of 1 kilogram _____ kg weight of 1 pound _____ lb. 
Powc: _______ P horsepower (metric) _____ 
----------
horsepower ___ ________ hp. 
Spccd ______ _ V {kilometers per hOllL _____ k.p.h. miles per hour ________ m.p.h. meters per second ___ ____ m.p.s. fcet p er second ________ I.p.s. 
, 
2. GENERAL SYMBOLS 
Weighb=mg 
Standard acceleration of gravity=9.80555 
m/s2 or 32.1740 ft. jsec.2 
vV Mass=-g 
Moment of inertia=mk2. (Indicate ax.is of 
radius of gyration k by proper subscript.) 
Coefficient of viscosity 
v, Kinematic viscosity 
p, Density (mass per unit volume) 
Standard density of dry au', 0.12497 kg-m-4_s2 at 
15° C. and 760 mm; or 0.002378 Ib.-ft.-4 sec.2 
Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/m3 or 
0.07651 lb./cu. ft. 
3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS 
Area 
Area of wing 
Gap 
Span 
Chord 
Aspect ratio 
True air speed 
Dynamic pressure=~p V2 
Lift, absolute coefficient GL = :s 
Drag, absolute coefficient GD = ~ 
Profile drag, absolute coefficient ODO=~S 
Induced drag, absoluto coefficient OD!=~~ qi::J 
Parasite drag, absolute coefficient ODP=~S 
Cro s-'wind force, absolute coefficient Gc= ~ q 
i w, 
Q, 
12, 
Vl 
p-' 
J.I. 
Angle of setting of wmgs (relative to thrust 
line) 
Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust 
line) 
Resultant moment 
Resultant angular velocity 
Reynolds Number, where l is a linear dimension 
(e.g., for a model aU'foil 3 in. chord, 100 
m.p .h. normal pressure at 15° C., the cor-
responding number is 234,000; or for a model 
of 10 cm chord, 40 m .p.s., the corresponding 
number is 274,000) 
Center-of-pressure coefficient (ratio of distance 
of c.p. from leading edge to chord length) 
Angle of attack 
Angle of downwash 
Angle of attack, infinite aspect r:1tio 
Angle of attack, induced 
Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero-
lift position) 
Flight-path angle 
R, Resultant force 
I---~--------------------
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REPORT No. 700 
PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION OF THE FLYING QUALITIES OF AIRPLANES 
By H. A. DUd: 
UMMARY 
The National Advi ory Oommittee f or AeTonautic is 
undeTtaking an inve tigation oj the flying quali ties of aiT-
planes . The wOTlc con ists in the deteTmination of the 
ignificant qualities suscepti ble of measuTement, the 
development of the instTuments required to male the 
mea UT ments, and the accumulation of data on the flying 
quali ties of existing ai1'planes, which data are to serve 
a a basis f or quanti tative specifications for the flying 
qualities 0.1 juture designs. 
A tentative schedule of measumble flying quali ties has 
been prepared and the in t1'uments needed for their 
mea U1'ement have been assembled. Two sets of instru-
ments have been used: One set con ists oj special N . A . O. A. 
recording in truments and the other set consi ts oj gen-
emlly available commercial instruments including those 
usually found on the instrument panels of large ai1'planes. 
A trial oj the chedule and the inst1'uments has been 
made using the tinson SR- BE airplane. 
TIl e results showed that, although the 01'iginal schedule 
and instrument are basically satisfactory, some jurther 
development is required to eliminate nonessential items 
and to expedite flight testing. The rep01't describes and 
discus es the work done with this (~i1'plane. 
INTRODUCTIO 
The ational Advi ory ommittee for Aeronautics 
is conducting an inve tigation of the flying qualities 
of airplane. The work in connection with trus investi-
gation is divided into three pha c that are proceeding 
simultaneou ly . The fir t pha e consist in determining 
factors usccptible of meaSUl"ement that can be u ed to 
define quantitatively the flying qualities of an air-
plane. The ocond phase consi t in the development 
of instruments and te t procedure for making the 
required m asurements. The third pha e consis t in 
the accumulation of data on the flying qualities of 
existing airplane to serve as a basis for the e tabli h-
ment of quantitative specifications for the flying quali-
ties of future de igns. These data will also be useful 
as a basis for any analysis that may be made r egarding 
the l)articular points which are shown to be in nee 1 of 
improvement. 
The first worl- of the inves tigation was done by 
Warner in an advisory capacity relative to the prepa-
ration of the specification for the D - 4 airplane. H e 
consulted a considerable number of air-line pilot, en-
gineers connected with both the operating and the 
manufacturing companie , and r esearch men , including 
member of the . A. C. A. taff, in order to obtain 
the general ideas of the in III try a to the flying quail-
tie and the possible te ts that could be mad e to deter-
mine them. The result of this urvey, which were 
used in the preparation of the pecifications for th e 
flying qualities of the DC- 4 airplane, were presented 
to the Committee with a r equest for its cooperation . 
The second phase of the work consisted in the con id-
eration of the re ults of the urvey by members of the 
. A. C. A. staff and the preparation of a tentative 
s hedule of flying qualitie and of t e ts by which they 
could be determined. In the preparation of thi 
sch edule, primary consideration wa given to the defi-
nition of the flying qualitie in term of factor known 
to be su ceptible of measurement by existing . A. O. A. 
in trument or by instrument thn.t could r eadily be 
de igned and dey loped. As the . A. C. A. instru-
ments are not available to all agencies tJlat mio-ht be 
in teres ted in measuring flying qualities, con ideratiolt 
was al 0 given to the po sibility of making the mea -
m ements with standard aircraft indicating in trument . 
As a third step , it wa neces ary to make test to 
demon trate that the items li ted in the tentative 
chedule ould be m easured with sufficient proci ion 
an 1 that they defined the flying qualities as intended. 
The flying q ualitie of the tin on SR- SE airplane were 
determined in the fall of 1937. In addition to the 
actual demonstration of the tests and the test procedure 
of the tentative chedule, the pos ibility of using the 
indicating in truments for obtaining the information 
r equired wa investigated. The re ults of the trials 
with thi aU'plane are r eported herein. 
The inve tigation has inee been extended to other 
au·planes. A number of airplane of various types, of 
I 
course, will have to be examined before it will be po -
sible to prepare sati factory quantitative specification 
for the flying qualities of au·plane . 
1 
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I TRUMENTATIO 
The items for which measurement is required in order 
to determine the flying qualities of an airplane and 
the . A. O. A. in trument with which the e item 
can be measured arc given in table I. The table al 0 
includes a lit of standard aircraft instrument and 
other indicating instrumen t that may be employed in 
place of the . A. O. A. instruments. 
Items to bc measurcd 
TABLE I 
N. A. C. A. recording 
instruments Indicating instruments 
~:::ns~ _c_~ ~~~~~~~~== =: -:=:=:: ;,,;ir-speed meter _________ Air-speed meter. I uneL___ _______ ______ top watch. 
Force to operate the three 
control surfaces. 
Control-force meters_____ Control-force meters. 
Position of the three control 
surfaces. 
Control-position meters . Control-position meters. 
Angular motion of the ai r-
plane about tbe three air-
plane axes. 
rrurnmeter~ . . ____ . ____ _ 
Normal acceleration ______ ___ Accelerometer. ________ _ 
Altitnde _ _ _ _ __ ____ ____ ______ Altimeter ______________ _ 
Longitudinal acce)eration ___ Accelerometer. ____ ___ __ _ 
Artificial horizon, iodi~ 
cating pitch and roll. 
Directional gyro or rate-
of-tllrn indicator. indi-
cating yaw. 
Accelerometer. 
Altimeter. 
Accelerometer. 
All of the ba ic group of in truments were available at 
the start of the trial of thc tin on airplane except 
A iteron force 
,-Left Right_ , 
I I 
, , 
Aileron-force 
measuring unil 
Pull 
r, To recording 
pressure 
goges 
Push 
, 
-r ' 
Control ! 
column 
Elevator-force 
measuring unil 
FIGURE; l.- Arrnngcmcnt of actuating cylinders of wheel-force record rs. 
tho e needed for the mea urement of the force required 
to operate the different control urfnces; the existing 
K. A. O. A. control-force recorders were not adaptable 
to Lhe particular airplane. 
For the mea ur ment of the rud leI' forces, a brake-
pe.dal-force in licato!', developed by the BendL'{ Oom-
pany for automobile u e, was obtai.ned. It operated 
hydrauli ally, the :force beina appli ed to a cylinder 
interpo d between tbe pilot' right foot and the rudder 
pecial and the reading being given by an indicating 
pres ur gage fitted with a maximum hancl. Becau e 
of the limited time available for preparation and 
becau e the te t were 0 planned that they required 
measurement of th maximum force applied and not of 
the variation of force with time, it wa decided to u e 
thi instrument as an indicator and not to convert it 
to a record r. In tbe installation of the in trument in 
the tin on airplane, the actuating cylinder wa 
mounted 011 the right rudder pedal 0 that all maneuver 
requiring the mea urement of rudder force had to be 
made to the right. 
The instrument dev loped for mea uring the elevator 
and the aileron force ,va con tructed accor-dina to 
the same general principles as the rudder-force indicator 
and involve the use of four actuating cylinder to 
m a ure right aileron force, left aileron force, elevator 
pu h , and elevator pull. The arrangement of these 
cylinders on the control whe 1 is hown schematically 
in figure 1. The instrument was u eel in conj unction 
with four recording pros ure gages. 
Because the altimeter i u ed for only 0110 mea ure-
ment, it wa decided not to in tall the recorclinO' 
instrument but to u e a ensitiyo Koll man indicating 
altimeter. Where the test pecified the initial con-
dition for a maneuv r , indicating in trumen t were 
used for attaining the e condition. 
Of the alternate et of instrumClI t , the air- peed 
meter, the artificial horizon, the directional 0-yro, and 
the altimeter normaUy appear on the in trument panel 
of a transport airplane. Th artificial horizon with the 
tandard dial, however, bas no araduations to indicate 
tbe angle of pitch. In order to make thi in trument 
uitable for quantitative measurement, the dial mu t 
be modified by the addition of graduations of pitch 
angles in degree. The indicating accelerometer and 
the stop watch, aJ though not tandard airplane equip-
ment, arc r eadily obtainable. A rudder-force indicator, 
a already noted, is also available. A wheel-force incli-
cator may be develop cl along the same lines as the 
recorder previou ly mentioned. 
In the trial of the indicating in truments on the 
tU1.son airplane, difficulty wa expected in connection 
wi th the u e of the artificial horizon, th direc tional 
gyro, and the rate-oi-turn indicator. The tes t program 
req uirecl he mea mement of small angular changes, 
particularly in pitching an 1 yawing, and til measure-
ment of the e mall value imultaneou ly at a particu-
Jar time. A prelimi.n.ary investigation bowed that it 
wa practically impo ible, where the motion arc rapid, 
to obtain these reading visually . For the actual te t , 
th erefore, thes instrument ",,-ere csp ciully grouped 
on th pilot's instrument board along with the top 
watch and were pbotographed with a small motion-
picture cnmora. A no difficulty wa anticipat d in 
the u e of the wheel-force i.ndicator or in its develop-
ment from the wheel-force r ecorder, thi. instrument 
was not mployed in tbe te ts. For i111i1o,1' l' ason , 
a control-po i ion indicator was not u ed but, in order 
to demon trate that one could be readily made, an 
in trument II-a developed and in taIled in the airplane. 
I 
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(a) Front. (b) Rear. 
FIOURE 2.-'l'bree-quarter views of tinson airplane. 
AIRPLANE 
The tins on airplane u ed in the investigation is a 
five-place, externally braced, high-wing, cabin mono-
plane. It i equipped with partial-span, pneumatically 
operated, balanced flaps and has a single engine fitted 
with a two-position controllable propeller. Gen eral 
views are given in figure 2. The specifications of tLe 
airplane, as given in the manufacturer's handbook, 
are included in the following list: 
Name and t ype __ . _________ __ Stinson M odel SR- E 5P CLM 
Engine __ __ ___ _______ _____ __ _____ ___ __ __ Wright R- 760-E2 
Rating ___ __ _______ ___ __ ___ ____ 320 horsepower at2,150 rpm 
Propeller __ ___________ Hamilton controllable (two po itioDs) 
Fuel capacity ____ _____ ____ _____ __ ____________ __ 82 gallon 
Oil capacity _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5 gallons 
Gross weight. _______________________________ 3,800 pounds 
Empty weighL ____ __ ________________________ 2,417 pounds 
Usefu l load ____ ___ _____ _____ ___________ ____ _ 1,3 3 pounds 
Allowable eenter-of-gravity lim its ____ 22.1 percent to 33.1 
per cent of mean aero-
dynamic chord. 
Power loading _________ __ ______ 11.88 pounds pel' horsepow r 
Wing load ing __________ _________ 14.70 pounds per square foot 
Length over-alL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2 feet, X inch 
Wing span __ ______ ____ _________________ 41 feet, 10Y2 inches 
H eight (tail down) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ feet, 6 inche 
Wing chord (tapered) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 96 inches maximum 
DihedraL _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2° 
Incidence ______ ________________ _________________ _____ _ 2° 
Wing area (gross, including flaps and ai leron ) _ 2 5.5 sq uare feet 
Aileron area (both) _ ____ ___ ______________ 22.02 square feet 
Flap area (both) ______ _______ _____ ________ 23. 2 sq uare feet 
Stabilizer a rea ____ __ _______ ___ __ __________ 25 .06 square feet 
Elevator ar ea (including balance) __________ 19.77 square feet 
Fin area __________ __ __ _____ ____ __ _________ 10. square feet 
Rudder area (including balance) ____ ________ _ 14.38 square feet 
The measmed angular d flection of the control surface 
are: 
F lap deflection ____ ______________ __ __ .. ____________ ___ _ 38° 
Aileron defl ection __ __ __________ __________ 36° up, 23° down 
R udder deflection _________________ .' _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ± 22° 
E levator defl ection ______________ ± 27° (s tabi lizer tail heavy) 
tabili zer deflection _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 0 0 to nose down 9° 
The relation between con tro l-wheel position and aileron 
and elevator position are given in figmes 3 and 4. 
As flown in the te ts, the airplane weighed 3,655 pounds 
and the center of gravity was located at 25.4 percen t of 
the mean aerodynamic chord and 7.2 inche above the 
thrust axis of the airplane_ 
40 
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FIG URE 3.- Relation between aileron and control-wbecl pOSitions. 
The tentative schedule of flying qualities and tests 
wa prepared to include multiengine airplanes equipped 
wi th trimming tabs on all three sets of control surfaces. 
Complete trial was, of course, not possible with the 
Stinson airplane, which has only one encrine and wa not 
fitted with aileron and rudder trimming tabs. For 
reference, however , thr complete tentative schedule 
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has been in luded in the following pre entation of the 
trials made with the tin on. Th r equll:ements listed 
arc believcd to bc c sential to a completely ati factory 
airplanc. 
Beau c of thc prcliminary Du,tmc of the trials, vari-
ations of propellcr pitch and of airplane weight and 
cent r-of-gravity position were not tried. All te ts 
wer madc with tho propeller III the high-pitch setting. 
Tb e weight und the center-of-gravity location for the 
all'plane as Hown have aIT ady been noted. Two engine 
condition were llwe tigated: For tho fir t condition, 
3D /v 
/ 
V 
/ 
,/ 
V 
/ 
V 
/ 
V 
/ 
6 8 /0 /e /4 /6 
Contro/-wheel positIon, in: from dash 
FlGURg 4.- Relation between elevator and control-wheel positions. 
tho throttle wa closed and, for the second, the throttle 
wa set at tbe po ition that gave level flight at crui ino-
speed with the flap up. Thesc two throttle etting 
were used in both the flap-up and thc flap-down tests. 
LO GITUDI AL-STABlLlTY AND CO TROL CH ARAC-
TERISTICS 
LO GITUD1NAL ST,IBlLlTY 
Requirement.- With the elevator Iree, the airplane 
'hall be dynamically stable in pitch at all p eds 
throughout the pccd range. The period of the longi-
tudinal 0 cillatiol1 hall never be less than 40 seconds 
and the damping shall be sufficient to reduce the 
aml)litudc of tho oscillation to on e-fifth the origina.! 
nml)litude in four cycle . 
(Although the num ricallimit hav been uggested 
in thi and the followino- r equirements, they are, for 
the most part, con ider d to be quantitatively unrc-
liable ovving to the pre ent lack of data concerning what 
con titutc ati factory fiying qualitie . It i appreci-
ate 1 that, in the fmal form for the r equir men ts, 
airplanes may have to be das ified a to purpose and 
have differeD t numerical value assigned for cach 
cat gory.) 
Procedure .- Trim the all'plane for the de ired peed 
and then pu h the tick forward by an amOUD t sufhcient 
to mcrcaso the teady speed by 5 to 10 mile pel' hour. 
R elease the stick and r ecord tbe variati n of air peed 
with tim during the en uing oscillation a the airplane 
return to a teady tate at tbe original trimming peed. 
Results and diseussion .- As the procedure for the 
mea urement of tho period ancl he dampuw of the 
longitudinal 0 cillation h ad been employed before, no 
development wa required for the pre ent in ve tigation. 
" ith r egard to mea mem nts of the lamping, however, 
it may be necessary for preei ion to vary the peed by 
morc than the 5 or 10 miles per hour suggested in the 
procedure. Th e amount depends on the pecd range 
of the au'plulle being te ted and the sen itivity of the 
recording or the llldicatlllg in trument u eel. 
The metho 1 of making the measurements by photo-
graphin o- the mdieating instruments did not work ou t 
as well a expected but it may be further improved. 
ome difficulty experienced in obtaining sufficien t ligh t 
for photography wa overcome by using tho faste t 
commercial film and a r elativ ly fast (£:2) lens. Even 
with thi arrangement, however, no clear picture were 
obtained of the stop watch. The top watch used wa 
unsati factory because of the slenderness of the hn.nd , 
the fmCJle of the dial markings, and becau e the face 
was white with black markings rather than blacl( with 
wbite marking. A more uitable watch could probn bly 
have been obtained but not withm the time available 
for the te ts. LightUlg con litions are alway likely to 
be critical where natural illumination i depended upon. 
For this r eason, an additional set of in truments, 
e pecially mounted and artificially illuminated for 
photography, se m to be desu'able if the airplane ize 
permits. 
The rcsults of the longitudinal-stability m0asure-
ments arc give·n Ul figLlre 5. FigLl re 5 (a) presents tIl(' 
period of oscillation a a function of speed for the four 
te t conditions. From the figure, the actual period 
a re noted to be Ie s than tho ugge ted minimum value 
for all peed lip to J 40 miles per hOll r with either pO\V0r 
oft' or power on. J 0 difference occurs between the 
(lap-up an.d the flap-down period for equal p e cl. III 
connection wi h the disagreement botween the actual 
and the sugge ted period, a compari on has been made 
between the do. ta for the Stin on airplane and the data 
o-iven in referonce 1 for several other airplane. In 
this rC£('rcnc0, it was observed that the designer ha>; 
li t tle control oYer the period of oscillation of a COJl-
\'en tional aU·plane. An cmpirical formula for the 
period for the power-off condition, P = O.262V, where 
P is the period in econd and V i the vclocity III 
miles per hour, wa given. The traight lute given by 
this equation has been plotted in figure 5 (a). The 
agreement bebveen it and th curve for the tins on 
airplane lllclicate that the specification of a constant 
period is illogical. 
Th e damping characteri tic of the longitudinal 0 -
cillation are giv n in figure 5 (b) and 5 (c). Figure 
v (b) pre ent he mea ured damping coefficient; and 
i 
I 
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figure 5 (c), the computed number of cycles r equired 
for an oscillation to damp to one-fifth ampli tude. In 
figure 5 (c), it should be noted that the actual plot is 
made of the inverse of the number of oscillations. For 
most of the peed range for all conditions, the dampi.ng 
is less than the suggestcd value. For three conditions, 
the airplane is unstable for portion of the speed range. 
The importance of the damping specification is ques-
tionable in the light of present lmowledge. The tinson 
te ts and also tho e reported in reference 1 show that 
an airplane which, from th e pilot's viewpoint, has sati -
factory :flying qualitie may still be dynamically un-
stable. It is not at all certain that airplanes can be 
made longitudinally stable lmder all conditions of flight 
without adversely affecting some other qualities. Until 
thi point is settled, however , the r equirement eems 
desirable that the airplane be stable in the range 
wherein the airplane may be flown with the elevator 
free. Th e amount of damping is considered of no 
importance at the present time. 
ELEVAT OR CONTROL 
RANGE OF ELEVATOR CONTROL 
Requirement.- The range of the elevator control 
shall be suffieient to meet the following conditions : 
a . With every setting of the trimming device, it hall 
be pos ible to maintain teady flight at any speed from 
th e design probable diving speed to the minimum speed 
for any power condition, flap up. 
b. With every setting of the trimming device, it shall 
be possible to maintain steady flight at any speed from 
the placarded to the minimum, £lap down. 
c. With the conventional type of landing gear, it 
hall be possible to make three-point landings and to 
hold th e tail down while braking enough to give a de-
celeration of 0.3g during the landing run down to a 
speed of 30 miles per hour. 
d. In the take-off run, it hall be po sible t.o raise the 
tail off the ground by the time a speed of 30 miles per 
hoUl' i attained . 
e. If a tricycle type of hmding o-ea1" i used, it shall 
be possible to raise the nose wheel off the ground in a 
take-off run by the time a speed of 30 miles per hour is 
attained. (A has been noted, this and other require-
ments not relating to the Stinson airplane are included 
f r reference.) 
Procedure for items a and b.- 11easure the elevator 
angles at differen t speeds with different tab or stabilizer 
settings and different throttle positions. 
Procedure for item c.- Merely demon trate the abil-
ity to make tlu:ee-point landing. For the braking 
tests, run the au:plane along the ground at a speed of 
approximately 50 miles per hour. Olose the throttle 
and apply brakes t o the maximUlll extent for which the 
pilot can maintain contact between the tail wheel and 
the groUlld. R ecord the air sp ed and the longitudinal 
acceleration as the airplan e decelerates to less than 30 
miles per hour. 
Procedure for item d.- Apply full throttle while hold-
ing the airplane with the brake . Relea e brakes and 
attempt to rai e the tail as oon as possible. Record 
speed at which the tail leave the ground. 
Results and discussion.- 0 difficul ty was encoun-
tered in carrying out the procedure and obtaining the 
information desired. 
The results of the mea urements of the elevator posi-
tion for steady fl ight for the Stinson airplane for the 
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FIGURE 5.- Longitudinal·stability characteristics. 
four test conditions are presen tcd in figUl"e 6. Al-
though complete mea m emen ts were not made for all 
stabilizer settings, os, because of high control force, 
figme 6 indicates that the range of elevator control 
should be ample fOT any de ired speed from the mini-
mum up to the high speed in level fLight with the £lap 
up. Because of the preliminary nature of the tests, it 
was considered unwarranted to carry the measm'ements 
to the de ign probable diving speed. With the flap 
down , the airplane could be flown steadily at any peed 
from the minimlUn to the placarded of 125 mile per 
hour. 
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The data from the landing test bowed that the air-
plane could be landed smoothly in a tIll'ee-poin t attitude 
and that th elevator was ju t sufficien t to hold the tail 
wheel in contact with the ground while braking vigor-
ously enough to aive a deceleration of 0.3g a,t 30 mile 
p r hour. The elevator wa ufficiently powerful to 
lift the tail wheel from tbe ground in a take-off run at 
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amoun t the elevator deflected relative to the control 
column pel' Lmit a,pplied force was determined by 
tatic te t. The con tant thu obtained and the 
recorded elevator-control forces were used to compute 
the errors in tho individual control-position readings. 
The a tual elevator angle as a function of peed arc 
hown in figure 6. Becau e he pilot's opinion of 
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F1GURE 6.-Elevator angles corrected for cable stretch. 
a peed 0 low that preci e m a urements could not be 
made. 
VARlATIO OF ELEVATOR ANGLE W1TH SPEED 
Requirement.- The curve of equilibrium elevator 
angle again t peed for every setting of tbe trimming 
tab hall be smooth and shall everywhere within the 
permi sible peedranO'e have a negative slope. 
Procedure.- The information needed for thi re-
quirement is obtained from the measurement of ele-
vator angle previou ly di cu sed und er the ection 
Range of Elevator Control. 
Results and diseussion.- The control-po ition re-
cordcr u ed for the measurement of elevator angle 
wa , for convenience, connected to the control colUIDJ) 
in the cockpit rather than to the elevator. The 
reslll t had to be corrected for th stretching of the 
elevator cables . In order to make the correction , the 
tability Ill'e influenced by control-column movement, 
which ]iffers from the elevator movement owing to 
the cabl str tch, figure 7 has also been included pre-
senting the variation of control-wheel position, or 
apparent elevator angle, wi h peed. 
The eUl'ves of figure 6 indicate that, for mo t of the 
Lest conditions and tabili.zer setting , the slopes arc 
n gative as required . V'l1 th flap up an 1 with bo th 
power on and power off for cer tain tabilizer ettinO' , 
a small range of peed apparently exi t in which the 
slopes of the CLu'ves are lightly po itive. The rea on 
for the change of ign of the slope of the curve for 
the particular condition is unknown. The measure-
ment and tbe correction were pos ibly in error by an 
amount ufficien t to produce the positive lope. 
Figure 7 indicates that, becau e of the exLcn ion of 
the control cables, the airplane with the tail-heavy 
stabilizer settinO's gave the pilo L an impr sion of 
1 
I 
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greater stability than did the nose-heavy stabilizer 
settings, although figure 6 shows very little change 
in the actual elevator curves with stabilizer setting. 
With the nose-heavy stabilizer setting for the two 
flap-up conditions, the airplane appeared unstable to 
the pilot. The comparison between the two sets of 
curves indicates the need for exercising consi.derable 
care in obtaining and interpreting data relating to 
static longitudinal stability. It is of interest to note 
\ 
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that neither half of the elevator travel nor half of the 
wheel movement was required during the tests. 
RANGE OF ELEVATOR·CONTROL FORCE 
Requirement.- With every setting of the trinlming 
tabs or the stabilizer , it shall be possible to fly the 
aU'l)lane from the miniJnum to the maxllnum permi -
ible speed with a change of elevator-control force no 
greater than 100 pounds. 
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Procedure.- Measure the elevator-con trol force at 
different speed " ... ith cliff rent tab or tabilizer settings 
and different throttle po itions. (Th e e measurement 
may be ronde imultan ollsly with the mea uremenL 
of elevator a.ngle.) 
Results and diseussion.- The conLrol-force r cord er 
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men t would give erroneous readings. The trouble was 
eliminated by arranging for the operation of the in-
trument by the observer, thu permitting the pilot 
th u e of both hand to apply ymmetricalloacls. 
The results of the measur mcnt of th clcyator forces 
nrc givC'n in figure ,which show that , [or the tin on 
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usecl the fir t time for the e measurements behaved 
sati factorily. A light difficulty wa experienced at 
the start of the investigation becau e, owi.ng to the 
a.rranCTement of the electrical ystem, it wa. nece ary 
for the pilot to apply the control force with one band in 
order to have the other free to op rate the instrument 
witch. With tbis un ymmetrical application of the 
load, the actuatin~ pi ton would bi.nd and the in tru-
airplano, the range of tll elevator-con trol forces 
dcpends on the tabilizer setting. For tho no a-heavy 
s ttino- , the force variation was small. 
As the airplane wa trimmed toward tho tail-heavy 
condition, th range of the elevator force rapicliy in-
creased. This increa cd variation of force with tail-
h eavy tabilizer ettings is accounted for , in part, by a 
spring system interconnccted with the.. elevator and 
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trimmillg control so that, when the tabilizer is set tail 
heavy, a pring comes into action and increases the 
force requircd to pull back on the control column. 
With thc ilap clown, the ugg tcd range of force wa 
met for all stabilizer setting . With the flap up , 
althou gh the tests did not cover the complete Hight 
raJ1O"e, i t appear that th e force variation of less than 
100 pound would not be met with the tail-heavy 
stabilizer settings, probaQly because of the spring 
just di cussed. 
VA RI ATI ON OF ELEVATOR- CO TROL F ORCE WI TH SP EED 
Requirement.- The curves of stick force required 
for steady iligh t pIa te 1 again t the speed of flight for 
a.ll tab or tabilizer ettings hall be smooth without dis-
continuities or su lden changes of curvature. The 
lope hall be everywhere negative throughou t the 
specified speed range and ball nowhere be Ie s than 
one-fourth pound per mile pCI' hour. 
Proeedure.- The data relating to this req uirement 
were ob tained from the measurement of c1evator-
control force made in the ection Ra,nge of Elevator-
Control Force. 
Results and discussion.- Figure how that the 
same nose-heavy ta bilizcr po ition that gave an un-
de irable vtLl'iation of 'wheel position (figs. 7 (a) and (b)) 
al 0 give an undesirable variation of elevator force. 
I t will be noted, however , that with this stabilizer 
setti.nO' no balance speed exists. The control column 
must be pulled back throughout the complete speed 
range. On the ba i that tllO stabiliz l' range should 
be insufficient for balance at speeds above the maximum 
level-flight speed, the r esults for this tabilizer setting 
m n.y be neglected in the present disCLl iou. It might 
be de irable to limit the stabilizer to n. etting that would 
permit trimming n.t the maximuID spe d with flap up 
and power on. In order to mak such a decision, how-
ever, tests would hav to be ma Ie with the most tail-
heavy position of center of gravity. With the tab-
i[izel' settings thn.t gave balance betwe n the minimum 
and the maximum speeds, the variation of the clevator-
control force with specd was satisfactory. 
VAnIATI O OF E LEVATO R-CO T ROL FOR CE WITH THR OTTLE 
SETTINGS 
Requirement.- The force required on the stick to 
overcome, without change of tab or stabilizer etting 
or peed, the effect of nny change in the engine operat-
ing condition from full power to fully throttled hall 
not exceed 100 pound. 
Proeedure .- The data r elating to this requirement 
ar obtain d from the mea urements of cleva tor-
con trol force made in the eetion Range of Elevator-
Control Force. 
Results and discussion.- The effect of opening the 
throttle is to make the airplane trim more tail heavy. 
The change of force required to maintain a given speed 
when the throttle i vn.ried from th closed to the 
power-on con lition varie from 0 to 40 pound , de-
pending on the peed and on the ettings of bbe flap 
and the tabilizer. 
RA GE OF STABILIZER OR ELEVATon TllIMM ING TABS 
Requir ement.-
a. It shall be po sible to trim the airplane at a Jow 
enough peed so that no greater force than the 30-
pound pull would be required in performing a three-
point landinO'. 
b. It hall be possible to trim the airplane at its 
maximum level-iliO'ht peed. 
Procedure for item a .- Measure the m a.'l.imum ele-
vator force in a landing with the stabilizer or trimming 
tab set full tail heavy. 
Procedure for item b.- Th data rela.ting to thi rc-
quirement were obtained from the men.SUl'ement of 
elevator-control force mad in th ection R ange of 
Elevator-Control Force. 
Results and dis cussion.- rr he range of the stabilizer 
i greater than required with the airplane a loaded for 
the test. No force measurement were made in the 
actual landings but, with ilap down and power ofl', the 
landing condition, the airplane could be stalled with iL 
pull of the ordor of 25 pound with. the tn bilizer ill 
the tail-heavy po ition. As pl'eviou ly noted , the air-
plane mn.y be trimmed with the stabilizer at peeds 
above the maxi:mwn. 
EFFECTIVENESS OF ELEVATOR CONTROL 
Requirement.-
a . A an inclication of the eftectiveDe of the ele\-;l-
tor for maneuvering the airplane, it shall be possible 
to obtain an acceleration of O. of the design applied 
load factor at any speed with the elevator alone and 
with the airplane originally trimmed for crill U1g peed , 
when a force of not more than 200 pound and not Ie s 
than 60 pound is applied to the control wheel. 
b. At low peed down to 10 mile per hour above 
the minimum where the theoretical maxun um accelera-
tion appl'oache 1, it hall be po sible to chan ge the 
attitude of the airplane in space with re pect to its 
transverse axi in either dU'ection by 50 in I X econds 
by u e of the elevator alone. 
Procedure for item a.- Trim the airplane for cmi ing 
peed. Increase peed to the de ign probable diving 
pee 1. Make pull-up to O. of tho applied load factor, 
II iog an in licating accelerometer for relerence. Reconl 
accel j'n,tion , peecl, and tick force. R epeat at various 
p ed throughout the peed range. 
Procedure for item b.- Trim the airplane for a speed 
20 mile above the minimum. Apply full-up elevator 
and record angular veloci ty and air peed. Repeat, 
n.pplying full-down elevator . Repeat at various sp eds 
to the minimum. 
Results and discussion .- The te t to determine the 
effectiveness of the elevator for maneuvering were 
made in the manner outlined with no difficul ty n.s far 
a the procedlU'e and the operation of the recording 
in truments were concerned. 0 measul'ements were 
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made at peeds greater than the maximum for 1 vel 
flight. In the trial of the indicating instruments, the 
camera had to be rigidly mounted. This rigid mount-
ing may occa ion a little difficulty in mall airplanes, 
although it was readily accompli hed with the Stin on. 
An inspection of the photograph made howed that the 
indicating accelerometer and the artificial horizon with 
the modified dial were suitable for the measm cment . 
The photographs were not evaluated because of the 
previously mentioned trouble with the photographs 
of the stop watch . 
The result of the measurements are given in figures 
9 and 10 and in the following table. Figme 9 show 
the forces r equired to obtain an acceleration of approxi-
mately O. of the applied load fac tor at various speeds 
when the airplane i trimmed for cruising speed. The 
results show that, within the range of the tests, the 
forces fell well below the upper linlit of 200 pounds 
and they all were, in fact, below the minimum limit. 
The r equirements need some revision. The force 
probably should be defined as a function of speed and 
the values of 200 and 60 pounds made to apply at s011le 
definite speed. 
X 
Power an - r-
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eoo 220 
Figure 10 shows the manner in which the attitude 
of the airplane can be changed in pitch at low peed 
with the elevator alone. Th e figure has been prepared 
for only the flap-up power-oiY condition. The length 
of time given by figure 10 to rotate the airplane through 
angle of 5° and 10° in piteh ar e listed in table II. 
imilar data are also given for the other three te t 
conditions. 
T ABLE II 
I 
5° 10° 
Test conditioD Speed (mpb) Push- Push-P uJl-up down PuJl-up down (sec) (sec) (sec) (sec) 
--------- - --
Flap up, power orr _________ 71 0.51 0.44 0. 81 0. 72 
77 . 46 . 46 .54 .7\ 
81 .39 . 46 . 59 .73 
86 .3 . 46 .53 
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6 . 45 .45 .67 .63 ]i' lap down. power orr ___ __ 60 .50 .51 .82 . 75 
6.5 .51 . 47 .79 .71 
70 . 4 .50 . 66 .72 
F lap down, power 0 11. _____ 60 .16 .49 .66 .7 
65 .42 .54 .62 4 
70 .43 .38 .60 . 58 
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The values given in table II do not represent ultimate 
conditions. The pilot made the maneuver only as 
abrupt as he thought necessary to meet the requirement. 
Even then, the values of time obtained for a 5° change 
of attitude were in the order of one-third of the l}~ 
seconds specified. 
LATERAL ST ABILITY AND CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS 
LATERAL STABIUTY 
Requirement.-
a . The airplane shall be laterally stable for the same 
condition for which longitudinal stability is required. 
The period of the lateral oscillations shall not be Ie s 
than 20 seconds and the damping shall be sufficient to 
reduce the amplitude of the oscillation to one-half 
the original amplitude in two cycles. 
b . Between the mininmm trimming speed and the 
minimum speed, the airplane shall show no negative 
dihedral effect nor' any autorotative tendencies. 
c. From the minimum speed to the limit of the 
elevator control, there shall be no sudden development 
of marked autorotative tendencies nor any sudden 
change in la teral tability characteristics. 
Procedure for item a .- Trim the airplane about all 
tru:ee axes for flight at the desired speed. Start a 
lateral oscillation by rolling the airplane with the 
ailerons, by yawing the airplane with the rudder, or by 
placing the airplane in a sideslip through the combined 
use of the rudder and ailerons. Free the control and 
record the ensuing angular motion in yawing and pitch-
ing and the air speed . Beca u e of unsymmetrical 
rigging and power effects, these tests should be made to 
both sides. 
Procedure for items b and c.- Obtain information by 
direct observation of low-speed and stalled-flight 
characteristic. A sample copy of the data sheet used 
fOT the tinson airplane i given in table III. 
TABLE III 
FORM U ED FOR OBSERVATIONS OF LOW-SPEED 
AND STALLI G CHARACTERISTIC 
Flap up, power off: 
1. Can normal turns with 15° bank be made within 5 miles 
per hour of stall? 
2. As speed is decreased to stall, will airplane bank norma lly 
with rudder movements? 
3. D o ailerons lose effectiveness progressively? 
4. I s t here any tendency for airplane to fall off and pin 
before m inimum speed is reached? 
5. I stall progressive or sudden and violent? 
6. Beyond the stall, what is relative effectivenes of rudder 
and ailerons? 
7. With stick hard back, can a irp lane be flown reasonably 
teadi]y for 10 seconds? 
8. I s tai l buffeting violent? 
Results and discussion .- It will be no ted in require-
ment a that no differentiation j made betwoen the 
dill'erent types of control-induced distUl'banccs. This 
procedure is in accordance w.ith the theory which pre-
dicts that the ultimate motion is independent of the 
type of disturbance. Becau c of the u ual procedure 
in the past of differentiating betwecn the lateral and 
the spiral motion, some uncerta inty was felt regarding 
tbi conclusion from the theory. With the Stinson, 
therefore, the three types of di turbances given under 
the procedure were tested. The requu:ement al 0 pre-
supposed that the airplane could be laterally balanced 
at any peed through the use of aileron and rudder 
tabs. A the Stinson airplane wa not fitted with 
these additional controls, three series of aileron maneu-
vors were made. In the first series, all controls were 
freed after the airplane attained a bank angle of 15°; 
in the second series, the ailerons were returned to neu-
tral and held there during the ensuing motion ; and, in 
the third series, the ailerons were freed but the rudder 
was held neutral. 
The te t procedure giYen for item a was satisfac-
torily employed for the tests. Visual ob ervations had 
to be made of the spiral motion. The recorded yawing 
velocity was used as the basic parameter for the com-
putations of the ch aracteristics of the lateral oscilla-
tions. With r egard to the indicating instruments, the 
movement of the indicator on the directional gyro was 
found to be too small for the angular displacements 
involved in the oscillation to permit obtaining quanti-
tative data . It is believed that, if the dial of the rate-of-
turn indicator weTe graduated for angular velocity, this 
instrument could be u ed for the measurements. Com-
putations of the period of oscillation made from the 
data for thi instrument gave fair agreement with the 
results obtained from the recording instruments . 
The tests showed that the Stinson airplane was 
laterally unstable with the flap up below speeds of 140 
miles per hour. With the flap down, it was unstable 
at the highest test speed, 110 miles per hOUT. Thi 
instability took the form of a spiral divergence, as was 
determined from ob ervations and not from the instru-
ment r ecords. In connection with the spiral charac-
teri tic of the airplan e, it wa noted that the ultimate 
motion of the airplane depended upon the amount of 
bank obtained before the controls were ' freed. For 
both aileron rolls and sideslips, the initial angle of bank 
wa greater than 10° . For the e maneuvers, the eon-
sequent spiral tightened up somewha t when the controls 
were freed before an ultimate steady condition was 
attained. In the abrupt rudder kick, the first motion 
was primarily yawing. Only a mall amount of roll 
occUTred in the fir t second. If the rudder was freed 
before the airplane had time to bank appreciably, the 
spi.ral moti.on , as imperceptible so that, when the 
lateral oscillation damped out, the ai.rplane remained 
in ensibly traight flight. When the rudder defl ection 
was held long enough for the airplane to attain an 
angle of bank equivalent to that obtained in the aileron 
maneuvers, the airplane behaved approximately the 
I 
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ame as in the aileron te ts. Th results of the mea ure-
ments of the lateral 0 cillation are given in figme n . 
Figure 11 (a.) how the period of 0 cillation; figure 11 
(b), the damping coefficient; and figure 11 (e), the 
number of cycles to damp to one-half amplitude. It 
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F IGUR" 11.-Latcral·stability cbaractcristics. 
will be noted from these figure that t11e characteristic 
of th lateral oscillation were independent of the type 
of maneuver u cd to et up the disturbance. In all 
ca c and at all pc d , the period i below the uggested 
minin11.UU of 20 econd. The damping, except for a 
15-milc-per-hour range with flap down and power oil', 
greater than suggested. 
From the re lilt of thi inve tigation, the conclusion 
i drawn tbat the complete information on la teral-
stability characteri tic can be obtained from any of 
the three malleu vel'S so that in tbe fu tUl'e the perform-
ance of the otber two will be unnec ary. It i 
ugge ted that the ail ron maneuver, which arc tbe 
lea t violent of the three, be u ed for the purpose. 
No difference was noted in the lateral- tability 
characteristics when the aileron were held n utral 
in tead of bing free. PI' umably the control friction 
wa 0 small that the ailerons returned to neutral of 
their own accord. With the rudder hell neutral, the 
increase of the effective fin area was indicated by light 
changes in the peed at which the airplane became 
stable and in th c period of the lateral 0 cillation. 
The ob ervation made for items band c sho \\'ed that 
the airplane had no negative dihedral effect at a.ny 
point in the flying range to the limit of the clentol' 
travel. Autorotative tendencie were noted at and 
beyond the tall in tra ight ilight. tall could be in-
duced 3 to 4 mile per hour above the minimum peed 
by abrupt full use of the ailerons. Th e stall was pro-
gre sive and not particularly violent. 
FIGURE 12.-Dibedral effect; recovcry from a 15° bank through tho action of roll due 
to sideslip. 
LI Ml T S FOR R OLL D E TO SIDESLIP (DIHEDRAL EFFECT) 
Requirement.-
a. Th dihedral e[ect ball be sufficient that, whell 
the ailerons are freed immediately after putting the 
airplane in a 15° bank and u ing the rudcl I' to ayoid a 
change of heading, t he angle of bank hall be reduced to 
2° within 15 econds and with a los of altitllclt, o[ no t 
over 300 feet. 
b. The rollin g accelcraLioll accompfLllying anrllpL 
rudder di placement hall be less than olle-half tIlt, 
ya.wrng acceleration. 
Procedure for item a.- Place the airplane in a teady 
side lip with one wing down] 5°. Release the aileron 
and record the rolling motion of the au'plane and the 
altitude lost in reeovery to straight flight . 
Procedure for item b.- In the steady-flight condition , 
a.pply full rudder a.bruptly nnd record the 1'e ultaJl t 
yawing and rolling mo tion. 
Results and discussion.- The te t reaaI'ding the 
minimum dihedral effect, item a, were made with no 
particular difficulty except that, at low sp 'cds, the 
rudder wa insufficient to prevent the airplane from 
yawing in a 15° 1 auk. In pection of th photographs 
of the il1dicatin o- instrumen ts howed that the artificial 
horizon could probably be u eel 1'01' the measuremen ts, 
bu t no evaluation was made becau c of the poor pho to-
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graphs of tho top wa tch. The data obtainod from 
th r ocording instrumonts aro pro ontod in figuro 12. 
The figuro shows that tho airplano has an appreciably 
groater dihedral effect than r equired, th e maximum 
time r ocorded for the r ecovery being only 5~~ soconds 
as again t tho 15 soconds pocifiod. Tho loss of altitude 
during tho r ecovery for the power-on condition was 
negligible. For the power-off condition, DO appa.rcnt 
lllcroasc occulTed in tho ver tical velocity during rocovery . 
Thc tests to detormino tho maximum dihedral cffect , 
item b, wore unsatisfac tory becau so of the violonce of 
th e maneuver. The moasuremcnts woro made in con-
nec tion wi th the ruddcr test and tho r e uIt ,,,ill be 
discu cd later in tho section dealing with the rudd er 
controls. 
AILERO CONTROL 
AILERON POWER 
Requirement.-
a. At a speed of 70 miles per hour with the fl aps 
down and 80 miles per hour with the flap up, it shall 
be po. siblo to bank th e airplane 15° in 2~ seconds with 
the a.ilerol1 s alone and, a t 120 miles pOl' hour or higher, 
the same angle of bank shall be obtained in 2 second . 
b. At a speed 2 miles per hour above th e tall with 
the flaps down, it hall be possible to bank the airplane 
10° in 2 econds with the ailerons alone. 
c. The aileron effectiveness shall be proportional to 
the ailoron deflection. 
Proeedure.- At the pecified speeds, apply full 
aileron control and r ecord rolling velocity and aileron 
po ition. R epoat with ;Ys, %, %, and Yo aileron deflection . 
Results and diseussion.- The procedure and the re-
cording ins trum en ts had been 1I ed in previous aileron 
tests and, as xpected, ,v re ati factory for the purpo es 
of th o presen t in ves tigation. Tho artificial horizon in 
conjunction with a uitable stop watch appeared to be a 
sati fac tory indicating instrwnent for obtaining tho 
desi.red information. 
Th o r es ult of th e measm em nts are given in £igm es 
13 to 15. Figuro 13 gives the time for tbe airplane to 
1"011 10° at two speeds with the flap up and at two speeds 
,vith the flap down. No reason being apparent for 
changin g angles botwoen item a and b of the r equire-
ments, :fig ure 13 was propared on tho bas is of a single 
ar bitrar ily chosen ano"l . The spee Is for the to t woro 
not in strict accor lance with those of tho r equirements. 
Fio·me 13 shows that tinson ailerons will meet the o 
conditions ugges ted in item a of the requirement. 
T est were not made at a speed of 2 miles per hour 
above the tall with the flap down because observa-
t ions had shown that tho airplane could be s talled at 
that speed by abrupt u e of the ailerons. 
Fio-uro 14 and 15 present the data on aileron power 
in t erms of the maximum rolling acceleration and the 
maximum rolling velocity. These :figm·os show tha t, 
al though the aileron offectiveness is not in direct pro-
portion to the deflection , the variation with deflection 
mooth and progre sive. 
AILERON FORCES 
Requirement.-
a. The force r equired to attain the aileron r eactions 
listed under tIle ection Aileron Power shall not exceed 
50 pounds applied tangent ially at tho rim of the wheel. 
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FIGU RE 13.- Time to ro11 10° wi th ailerons. 
b. Tho aileron force hall be approximately propor-
tional to the aileron defloction. 
Proeedure.- The information relating to th se 1·e-
quirements may be obtained by sup pI monting tho 
procedme listed in the section Aileron Power with 
mea LlTemon ts of aileron forces. 
Results and diseussion.- The data have been plotted 
in figuros 13 to 15. For the highes t t est spoed, th e 
figures show that 40 pounds were required for full 
deflection of the ailerons. At all speed, the aileron 
foreos varied somewha t in proportion to the aileron 
deflection . Althouo-h the variation was not trictly 
linear, the curve wa smooth and showed no abrupt 
hanges in slope. 
YAW DUE TO AILERONS 
Requirement.- At speeds beyond 10 percent more 
than the minimum speed, the ailerons shall not produce 
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a yawing acceloration grea,ter than one-tonth the aocel-
eration in roll. At peed below 10 porcent more than 
tIl minimwn, tho acceleration in yaw hall be les than 
one-fifth the acceleration in roll. 
Procedure .- The information relating to this require-
ment may be obtained by upplemcnting thc procedure 
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FIGURE H.- Aileron cbaractcri tics. Flap up, power olI. 
o 
listed in the ection Aileron Power with moaSLll'oments 
of angular motion of yaw. 
Results and discussion.- The information 
has been plottod in figmes 13 to 15. For no condition 
was the yawing acceleration cau . d by the aileron a 
great a one-tenth of th rolling acceleration. imi-
larly, the airplanc did not yaw 1 ° in tho time taken to 
obtain a bank of 10°. 
AILERON TRl 1M! ' G TAB (NOT APPU AB LE TO S1'l ' SO 1) 
Requirement,-
a. It shall be possible by tho use of th o ailoron tab to 
balance tho airplane again t tho dis ymmetry in loa.ding 
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FIG URE 15.-Aileron characteristics. F lap down, power oIL 
corre ponding to full gas tank on one id o of th e cen ter 
of gravity and empty ga tank on the other. 
b. It hall be po sible by th e u e of the aileron tab to 
compensate for any rolling tendency a.ccompanying 
teady flight with asymmetrical power condition 
Requirement.-
RUDDER CO TROL 
R ODEll POWEll 
a. It shall be po siblo clming teady flight at 70 
mile per hom with the flaps down and 0 miles per hour 
I 
I 
I 
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with the flap up to produce a change of heading of 150 
in 3 seconds by the use of the rudder alone. .At and 
beyond 120 miles per hour, the same change shall be 
po sible in 2 second . 
b . .At 2 mile per hour above the tall with tho flap 
clown, it shall be possible to make flat turns up to a 
cha.ngo of heading of 100 in 2 seconds. 
c . .At 20 miles per hour above the minimum speed, as 
well as at any highel' speed, it shall be po ible to hold 
a straight course with the wings laterally level with 
both engines on either ide out out and with those on 
the other ide operating at full rated power. 
d. With any three engines operating or with one out-
board and the opposite inboard one cut out, it shall be 
I-A,r speed . ~ ~ ~ + 0 Roll 70 mp h i'-- / I I--
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FIGURE 16.-'rimc to yaw J00 with rudder. Flap up, power oj)'. 
pos ible to hold a straight com se on the ground down to 
50 miles per hour with the flaps either up or down. 
(Items c and d are not applicable to the tinson .) 
e. The rudder effectiveness shall be proportional to 
the rudder deflection. 
Procedure for items a and b.- Trim the airplane 
laterally and longitudinally at the de ired speed. Apply 
abrupt full rudder control. Record rudder position and 
rolling and yawing velocities. Repeat with %, %, %, and 
Yo rudder deflection. Thi procedure is similar to that 
for item b for Dihedral Effect. 
Results and discussion.- Insofal' as the recording in-
struments were concerned, these tests were made ati-
factorily. The actual ma.neuvers, however, were very 
violent and the requirements should preferably be re-
written to eliminate the need for fully deflecting the 
ruider . Becau e of the violence of the maneuvers, the 
tests were not made with the flaps down. The resul ts 
of the tests for the flap-up condition a.re o'iven in figm e 
16 and 17 . The manner of presentation is sinlilal' to 
that for the aileron data. 
The cI ata of the ngm es, although not conclusive be-
cause they do not include the flap-down condition, in-
dicate that the rudder is considerably more powerful 
than neces ary to meet the requirements as written. 
The specification , in addition to requ.iring more violent 
maneuvers than are considered necessary, are believed 
not to define the. maximum rudder power that may be 
de ired . It is therefore suggested that the primary 
requirement for rudder power be based on the maximmn 
angle of bank which can be held in the steady sideslip . 
The present requirement may be treated in a subsidiary 
maJmer imilar to the requirement regarding the ability 
to change altitude with the elevator . 
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FIGURE l7.- Rudder characteristics. Flap up, power oj)'. 
Figure 17 shows that the rolling acceleration re ulting 
from an abrupt rudder kick is of the order of one-half 
the yawing acceleration. This fact indicates that the 
effective dihedral i at the upper limit permitted by the 
requirements for dihedral. If the rudder specification 
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is changed, the specification for the ma)'.:imum dil18dml 
should al 0 be revised. It i ugge ted that the di-
hedral be d fin d in terms of the amolmt of aileron 
required to hold the pecified angle of bank in a steady 
ideslip. 
R DDER FORCES 
Requirement.-
a. It shall be possible to obtain the mdder reactions 
\>vithout applying a force greater than] 0 pound to the 
rudder pedal. 
b. The mdder force shall be proportional to the 
rudder deflection. 
Procedure .- The data may be obtained by upple-
menting the te t of the previou section by mea me-
ment of rudder force . 
Results and discussion.- The data for rudder force 
haye been plotted in figmes 17 and 1. The maximum 
force I' corded was 120 pound . At both test peed., 
the rudder for e varied almo t linearly with Tudeler 
deflection. 
R DDER TRIMM! G TA DS (N OT APPLICA BLE TO STI SO ) 
Requirement.-
a. DO'wn to 10 percent in exces of the mininlllll 
speed, it shall be pO sible, by adj ustment of the trim-
ming tabs, to fly traight with any three engine operat-
ing or with one inboard and the opposite outboard 
engine cut out with no force on the rudder pedal . 
b. Down to 20 miles per hoUl' above the minimum 
peed, flaps do\VJl, it hall be po ible with the trim-
ming tab to reduce to 30 pound the force on the 
rudder pedals required for straight flight with both 
engine on either side cut out and with tho e on the 
oppo ite ide operating at full rated power. 
COMBINED OPERATIO OF RUDDER AND AILERON 
EFFECTIVE ESS FOR MA EUVERl ' 0 
Requirement.-
a. It hall be pos ible to enter a 45° banked turn at 
140 miles per hom in 5 econd without having the 
rudder force exceed 100 pound or the aileron force 
exceed 75 pound . The ame limitations on force 
hall apply to a 30° banked tum at 200 mile pel' how' 
entered in 4 econds. 
b . It shall be po sible to make normal banked tmns 
up to a 15° bank at speeds within 5 mile per hom of 
the minimum with the flaps either up or down. It hall 
be po ible with flap either up or down to fly the air-
plane steadily for at lea t 10 econds up to the limit 
of the elevator control if the elevator control is sufficient 
to stall the airplane. 
c. It hall be po ible, at speeds beyond 10 percent 
more than the minimum, to maintain a teady sideslip 
with an angle of bank of 20°. 
Procedure for item a .- At th specified peeds, make 
the required. turn u ing the artificial horizon for 
reference and m easure the maA"imum rudler and ail ron 
force. 
Procedure for item b.- Obtain the desired informa-
tion by direct ob ervation. 
Procedure for item c.- At a series of speed beyond 
10 percent more than the minimum, place the airplane 
at the maximum steady sideslip that can be maintained. 
Obtain the angle of bank from the artificial horizon. 
Record the peed and the rudder and the aileron po i-
tion and th e rudder and the aileron force . 
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FIGURE 1 .- ideSlipping characteristics. 
Results and discussion.- The 1'e ults of the mea m e-
ment of tbe forces in normal turn arc given in table IV. 
In no ca e do the force approach tho e specified. 
TABLE IV 
Maxi· Maximuill forces (lb) 
Speed mum Eutry Flap time Ailerons (mph) baok (sec) Eleva· Rud· (deg) tor Right Left der 
- - ----- -
----
up ....... 81 45 6 16 7 4 -----
Do ... 137 50 5 38 10 10 40 
Down .... 78 60 6 31 9 11 35 
Do ... 122 60 G 35 10 40 
1 
-~----- ---------~----~- ----~- -~-~-- ----- ---~~- ---- ------~--.-- -----~-- __ ~~ __ I 
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From direct observation, it was found pos ible to 
make banked tUTns with a 15° angle of bank dowll to a 
speed of 5 mile per hOUT more than the minimum lor 
all conditions. With power off, the airplane handled 
normally down to the stalling speed. With power on 
at abou t 3 miles per hour above th e stalling speed, an 
LUlcontrollable la teral oscillation of constant amplitude 
was encountered. At the stall with power on, this 0 -
cilla tion became unstable and the airplane consistently 
fell off to the left. With power off, the airplane could 
be con trolled indefinitely beyond the stall to the limit 
of the elevator control. The flight was not very steady 
however , becau e any movement dis tUTbecl equilibrium 
condition. 
The r esult of the sideslip test are given in figUTe 18, 
which is indicative of the type of data ths.t vrill be 
obtained if the rudder and the dihedral specifications 
arc changed. It will be noted that , in the side lip, 
appro:ximatcly 20 percent of the full aileron control 
wa used and practically the entire rudder deflection 
was required. With power off, only a t the highest speed 
could th e specified angle of bank of 20° be maintained. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The r esults of the tests of the Stinson airplane have 
indicated that the tentative schedule of flying qualities 
and flight tests is generally sati factory . The follow-
ing r evision are suggested: 
(a) The pecification for th e period of th e longi-
tudinal oscilla tion hould be changed so a to de-
fine the period on the basi of the empirical equa-
tion 
P = 0.262 V 
wh ere P is the period in econds and V is the air 
speed in miles per hOUT. The period is permitted 
to deviate from the value given by this equation 
with the power off ± 5 seconds and with the power 
on ± 10 seconds. 
lb ) The specification rela ting to the amount of 
damping should be eliminated. If this omission 
seems inadvisable, the amount of damping should 
be based on the number of cycles for the oscillation 
to decrease to one-half amplitude instead of to one-
fifth amplitude. 
(c) The specification for the maximum amount 
of effective dihedral should be based on the amount 
of aileron control r equired to obtain a specified 
amount of banlr in the steady sideslip . 
(d ) The rudder 'pecificatioll should be based on 
the maximum angle of bank that can be h eld in the 
steady sideslip with full rudder con trol. 'l'h e 
pre ent specification r elating to the change of 
heading in 1 second hould be made subsidiary . 
The recording instruments used for th e measuremen ts 
functioned satisfactorily. The control-force r ecorder, 
however, is cumbersome and difficult to install because 
of the four high-pressure rubber tubes r equired to 
connect the r ecorder to the indica tor. In order to im-
prove the situation r egarding this instrument, th e deci-
sion has been made to convert it to an indica tor by ill-
stalling four indicating pres ure gages directly on th e 
wheel. Thus, in future inves tigation , a r ecording air-
speed meter , an accelerometer, two turnmeter , and a 
control-position recorder , \Till be u ed in conjunction 
with a wheel-force indicator, a rudder-force indicator, 
and an indicating altimeter. The further use of the 
complete set of indicating instruments by the Commit-
tee is considered inadvisable. 
The possibili ty of using only indicating instrument", 
has been demonstra ted and refinements have been in-
dicated. The r efinemen ts should include an improve-
ment to the arrangements for photographing the in-
struments, probably through the use of an extra et 
especially mounted and artificially illuminated, and 
hould include modification and the calibra tion of th 
rate-of-turn indicator. 
The tests of the StulSon au'plane invol \Ted approxi-
mately 20 hOUTS of flying tinle. About one-fourth of 
thi time may be attributed to r epeat flights resulting 
from improper operation of the control-force recorder , 
which was developed and tried for the fu'st time dUTing 
these tes ts. On the basis of the experience obtained, 
it is es timated that similar tests with one center-of-
gravity position could be repeated on another airplane 
" ith a total flying t ime of approximat ly 10 hour . 
The over-all time would depend on the weather condi-
tions but, with ordinary weather , it is e timated that 
te t could be completed in 2 weeks. This estimate 
r efer to tests with one propeller pitch and one center-
of-gravity location . A change of propeller pitch i 
expected to have little effect on the flying qualitie and 
check t es ts at differ ent pitch settings would add little 
fl ying time. The center-of-gravity changes permitted 
on most large airplane arc so great a to require a 
complete repetition of the t est program; the total time 
requu'ed would therefore depend on the number of 
center-of-gravity po itions tes ted. Probably only the 
r earmost and the foremost positions would have to be 
tes ted, in which ca e it appears that not more than 4 
weeks would be required. 
L ANGLEY :NIE MORIAL A ERONAUTI CAL L AB ORATORY, 
ATIONAL ADVI SORY COMMITTEE F OR A E RONA TI CS, 
L ANGLEY F IELD , V A ., JJ;lal'ch 29, 1940. 
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P ositive directions of axes and an gles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows 
Axis Moment about axis Angle Velocities 
Force I (parallel Linear 
Designation Sym- to axis) Designation Sym- Positive D esigna- Sym- (compo- Angular bol symbol bol direction tion bol nent along 
axis) 
LongitudinaL ___ _ X X R olling __ ___ L Y----tZ RolL ____ q, u p 
LateraL ___ ___ ___ Y Y Pitching __ __ M Z----t X Pitch ____ (J v q NormaL ____ _____ Z Z yawing ____ N X----t Y y aw _____ 
'" 
w r 
I 
Absolute coefficients of moment 
L M 
OI=qbS Om=qcs 
N 
Gn=qbS 
Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral 
position) , o. (Indicate surface by proper subscript. ) 
(rolling) (pitching) (yawing) 
4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS 
D, 
p , 
p/D, 
V' , 
Va, 
T, 
Q, 
D iameter 
Geometric pitch 
Pitch r atio 
Inflow velocity 
Slipstream velocity 
Thrust, absolute coefficient GT = ~VI pn 
T orque, absolute coefficient CQ= 9V 5 pn 
P, 
G" 
71 , 
n, 
Power, absolute coefficient Cp = ~n.~ pn l I 
Speed-power coefficient= .v ~~: 
Efficiency 
Revolutions per second, r .p.s. 
Effective helix angle=tan-{ 2:n) 
5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS 
I hp. =76.04 kg-m/s=550 ft-lb ./sec. 
I metric horsepower = 1.0132 bp. 
I m.p.h. =0.4470 m .p.s. 
1 m.p.s.=2.2369 m.p.b. 
1 lb .=0.4536 kg. 
1 kg= 2.2046 lb. 
1 mi. = 1,609.35 m =5,280 ft . 
1 m=3.2808 ft. 

